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The study during the Winter 

quarter explores the twofold 

nature of faith as belief and action. 

Selections from Acts show various 

examples of proclaiming faith in 

Christ. In the Book of Daniel, we 

see faith in action as sincere, 

obedient, bold, and strong. The 

lessons from several epistles 

show how our actions both as 

individuals and as communities 

demonstrate our faith in Christ. 

 

Unit Two, “A Living Faith in God,” 

has four lessons exploring faith in 

action from the Book of Daniel. 

These lessons provide models for 

ways to actively engage in 

behaviors that demonstrate 

sincerity, obedience, boldness, and 

strength of faith. 

.

People want release 

from feelings of shame 

that may result from 

past mistakes. Where 

can they go to find such 

relief? Daniel prayed to 

the Lord a prayer of 

confession, seeking 

forgiveness, mercy, and 

strength to obey. 

Goal for the Learners 

 To comprehend Daniel’s 

prayer of confession. 

 To feel the need for 

Daniel’s type of prayer 

today. 

 To pray as Daniel prayed.

Lesson Challenges for the Week 

 Reflect upon the statements: God won’t put 

more upon you than you can bear;” “God is 

trying to tell us something.” 

 Use Daniel’s prayer as a model to 

compose a prayer of confession and 

intercession. 

 Research hymns and other songs that 

convey the themes of Daniel’s prayer. 

When would there be times to sing the 

specific hymn or song.

Dr. Carmichael Crutchfield 

General Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are providing these notes from the Committee on Uniform Series that prepares associ- 

ated Sunday School lesson outlines long in advance of their usage. Included in this Guide are 

thoughts that are reflected in the Lesson Development Guide for writers of Sunday school 

lessons and the recommended commentary of the Department of Christian Education, The 

New International Lesson Annual published by Abingdon Press Nashville, Tennessee. 

 

Send an email to: sundayschool@thecmechurchced.org to receive this guide electronically 

each week. 
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